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Abstract: We describe an image representation that uniquely encodes the information in a gray-scale image. decouples the ef

fects of illumination. reflectance. and angle of incidence. and is Invariant. within a linear shift. to perspective. position, orienta
tion. and size of arbitrary planar forms, Then we provide a theoretical basis for applying this representation to achieve invariall!
form recognition.
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1. Introduction

t

The challenge of the visual recognition problem
stems from the fact that the interpretation of a 3-D
scene from a single 2-D image is confounded by
~everal dimensions of variability. Such dimensions
include uncertain perspective, position, orienta
tion, and size (pure-geometric variability) along
with sensor noise, object occlusion, and non
uniform illumination. Vision systems must not on
ly be able to sense the identity of objects despite
this variability, but they must also be able to ex
plicitly characterize such variability. This is so
because the variability in the image formation pro
cess (particularly that due to geometric distortion
and varying angle of incident illumination) in
herently carries much of the valuable information
about the imaged scene. Consider human vision
for a moment. In spite of the complications intro
duced by geometric distortion, it is precisely the
'unraveling' of such distortions that enables a
human to readily perceive the three-dimensionality
of any static 2-D image - be it a single face of
a Necker cube, or a 15th century painting by Oa
Vinci. Indeed, humans seem capable of unraveling

the physical and geometric distortions in an image
almost as precisely as the physics and geometry of
the world created them in the first place.
Contrasted with the apparent ease and elegance
of human visual interpretation of scene geometry,
current vision algorithms are clearly lacking, It is
becoming increasingly clear that much of the
blame lies with conventional image representa
tions. Good image representations must satisfy a
number of requirements which seem to be mutual
ly incompatible. First, they should be simultane
ously compact and complete in their representation
of gray-scale image information. Compactness is
synonymous with ease of computation and ef
ficient use of memory, Completeness, on the other
hand, implies that, if desired, one could fully re
construct the original image from which the repre
sentation is derived. Secondly, image representa
tions must provide good intra-object clustering
and inter-object separability independent of image
distortion while at the same time preserving in
formation about pattern distortion. No conven
tional image representation satisfies all of the
above conditions. Though many conventional re
presentations claim compactness, most do not
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make a credible attempt to decouple information
about object identity from information about
viewing geometry and illumination, nor do current
representations fully exploit the abundance of
valuable gray-scale information in an image. In
contrast, invariant 'analogical' image representa
tions, such as that advocated in this paper, can
satisfy the above requirements.

2. Decoupling multiplicative processes in image
formation
For the case of an ideally diffusing surface, an
image can be modeled as a product of three in
dependent signal components:

l(x, y) = i(x, y). r(x, y). cos a

(I)

where i(x, y) is the illumination, r(x, y) is the
reflectance, and a, O::sa::srrl2, is the angle of in
cidence of the illuminating light [14]. Let's assume
that any additive noise that is present has small
magnitude relative to the above three components
of the signal. Then there is a well-known and effec
tive method known as homomorphic filtering that
allows one to individually filter out such
multiplicative signal components when certain
reasonable conditions are met. This method is
briefly reviewed below.
Suppose one takes the logarithm of our function
l(x, y) as defined above. There results the so-called
'density image';
In lex, y) = In i(x, y) + In r(x, y) + In cos a. (2)
Hence the product becomes a sum of three density
components In i. In r and In cos a. If these three ad
ditive density components have Fourier spectra
which overlap very little in their regions of signifi
cant energy, then linear filtering can be used to ex
tract anyone of them. By taking the exponent of
the extracted component, one obtains the cor
responding multiplicative signal component which
appeared in the original expression for the image
lex. y). Homomorphic filtering has been applied to
enhance imagery by selectively filtering out the
slowly varying illumination component with very
impressive results [15].
The success of homomorphic filtering clearly
290
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stems from the fact that the Fourier transform of
a density image often has the effect of 'representa
tionally' decollrling multipliciative image com
ponents. n image pattern recognition (rather than
image filtering) could be based on such a Fourier
representation, then perhaps the effects of surface
reflectance, illumination, and angle of incidence
could be decoupled. This in turn could lead to
methods for form recognition that are insensitive
to varying illumination conditions. Unfortunately,
as is well known, neither the Fourier transform,
nor its (phaseless) power spectrum, have proved to
be especially useful for image pattern recognition.
However, t here are alternative representations 
namely, simultaneous spatialispatial-frequency
representations - which, like the Fourier spec
trum, can provide decoupling of multiplicative im
age density components and, at the same time.
overcome the classical shortcomings of the Fourier
spectrum as an image representation.

3. Simultaneous representations of space and
spatial frequency
Vision researchers have traditionally emphasized
the importance of either the spatial or the spatial
frequency domain. bUl not both. This should be
contrasted with conventional representations of
acoustic signals where simultaneous timeifrequen
cy representations (e.g. the spectrogram) have long
been used. Nonetheless, vision researchers have
very recently begun to express an active interest in
simultaneous spatial/spatial-frequency image re
presentations [2,8,9,10,11,12,131. Such represen
tations can provide for improved separability of
information characterizing visually relevant pat
terns and they are also compatible with the
representation of gray-scale characteristics ranging
from textures to object contours [8]. Furthermore,
as will be shown in Section 4, simultaneous
spatialispatial-frequency image representations
can be used to decouple the effects of illumination,
object reflectance, and angle of incidence.

3./. The Wigner diSlribUlion (WD)
Two

simultaneous

spatial/spatial-frequency
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representations have recently received much atten
tion. These are the Gabor function representation
[7,12,13] and the Wigner distribution [2,8,9,10,
11,12,20). (Note IIlal wc arc here COIlCClIlCU Dilly
with 4-D directionally selective representations:
this excludes, for example, Marr's 3-D DOC
representation (14) and others like it which du not
have a fourth dimension covering spatial
frequency angle.) As discussed dsewhere [I IJ.
Wigner distribution provides higher simultaneous
resolution than is possible using the Gabor func
tions. In fact as discussed in [6], every
simultaneous representation ever proposed can be
expressed in terms of averages of the Wigner
distribution over its independent spatial and
spatial-frequency variables. Like the Fourier
transform, the Wigner distribution (WD) is not, in
general, a computable function since this would re
quire the evaluation of infinite integrals. However.
just as the Fourier transform has proved to be an
elegant and convenient transformati?n with which
to handle many problems in the spatial-frequency
domain, the WD is an invaluable tool for problems
simultaneously involving the spatial and spatial
frequency domains. As with the Fourier transform,
the WD can be used in practice by employing an
approximation obtained via finite integration
windows. A particularly attractive approximation
to the WD, denoted as the 'composite pseudo
Wigner distribution' (CPWD) has been introduced
[II}.
The definition of the Wigner distribution is
given in the appendix and a number of useful pro
perties can be found in [1O}. We note here that the
WD is a pure-real function (i.e., it has no
associated phase), and that it is a reversible, hence
complete representation as well. As indicated in
the appendix, the WD of an image j(x, y) is
denoted as JJj(x, y, u, u), where x, yare the spatial
variables of the image, and u, u are the two spatial
frequency variables over which the Fourier
transform is defined.

4. The WD and multiplicative signal component
separability
Recall our brief discussion of homomorphic
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filtering and multiplicative signal componcnt
separability. The essence of the approach was to
transform thc image density function (i,.;., the
Illg~lIitlll11 ul (I".: <"cll,cd ill1agc ,"ullction) IlilO IliC
.\p,lIial-I'requency domain in order to decouple tilc
IIl1:,,,e ((llll!1l'!1ClllS duc 10 illull1inatlOn, Idic..:
lancc. a ill I :lllgic l)f incidence. To ,illlplify OUI
cakulatiolls, \\c a,sume a two component model
includillg Dilly illuminatioll and rcl"lcclam:c:

j(x. y) = /(x, y). rex, y).

(3)

Taking the logarithm.
In j(x, y) = In I(x, y) + In r(x, y),

(4)

and computing the WD of both sides yields
Win! (x,

y.

U,

li) = WIn i(X, Y. u, u)

+ Win

r(X'Y. u, u)

+2 Wlni.lnr(X,y,u,U),

(5)

where (x.Y) and (u, v) specify the spatial and
spatial-frequency domains, respectively, The third
component, representing the cross- Wigner distri
bution (61 occurs because computing the WD in
. volves a nonlinear correlation operation. Never
theless, if the auto-WDs of the functions In i and
In,. do not overlap substantially in space and
spatial frequency, then approximations to the
cross-WD contribution will in practice contain
negligible energy. (This non-obvious fact follows
from considering the definition of the CPWD
[11).) Therefore. as with the Fourier transform, if
regions or signi fkant spectral energies of Win i and
Win r are disjoint,
then separability of the
multiplicative signal components will have been
achieved. These observations generalize to the case
where angle of incidence effects are included; then
the right hand side of the above equation would in
clude the auto- WD of the density function of this
component along with its cross-WDs with the il
lumination and renectance density functions. The
Wigner distribution, like the Fourier transform,
can therefore decouple the effects of illumination.
reflectance, and angle of incidence when the spec
tra of these components are mutually disjoint. We
describe in the remainder of this paper how the
Wigner distribution can be employed to define a
unique image representation that, in additiOIl to
providing decollpling of multiplicative image com
291
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ponents, also provides invariance to geometric
distortions introduced by the imaging process.

5. Invariant form recognition in the fronto
parallel plane
As discussed in the introduction, good image
representations should not only decouple the ef
fects of illumination, reflectance and angle of in
cidence, but they should also allow objects to be
recognized irrespective of the a priori unknown
geometric distortions introduced by the image for
mation process. We begin this section by discuss
ing only methods for obtaining invariance to linear
transformations of non-occluded, planar gray
scale patterns in frontoparallel view. The more
general problem including perspective distortion
will be considered in a later section. One particular
approach for obtaining invariance to linear
transformations makes use of the complex
logarithmic (CL) conformal mapping. Some
researchers [16,17,18,19] have advocated use of
the representation derived by CL conformally
mapping the gray-scale image function itself.
Others [3,4,5] have suggested that the CL confor
mally mapped Fourier power (or magnitude) spec
trum should be used. In fact, neither representa
tion seems entirely adequate. The former represen
tation (CL mapped image function) is indeed in
variant, within a linear shift (W ALS-invariant), to
rotation and scaling of the image about a single im
age point. However, such a representation is not
invariant to translation of an image and the effects
of illumination and reflectance are not in any way
decoupled from one another. The second represen
tation mentioned above (CL conformally mapped
power spectrum of an image), is strictly invariant
to translation and W ALS-invariant to rotation and
scaling of an image, but it does not uniquely repre
sent an image since Fourier phase information is
discarded. As alluded to earlier in our discussion
of multiplicative signal separability, the loss of
phase information makes Fourier spectra especial
ly ill-suited for imagery containing clutter or multi
ple objects to be recognized. Since the WALS
invariance properties of the above-mentioned
representations arise exclusively from using the CL
292
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conformal mapping, one is naturally led to con
sider whether this mapping could be used to
develop considerably more robust image represen
tations (perhaps simultaneous spatial/spalial·
frequency representations) which are similarly
WALS-invariant to rotation and scale changes. We
will shortly show that this is possible, but first let's
review the mathematical formulation of the CL
conformal mapping.

5.1. The complex logarithmic conformal mapping
We choose to represent points in the Cartesian
plane by
(x, y) == (Re(z), Im(z»,

where

z =: x + jy.

Thus we can write

(6)

z=r·exp{je},
where

and

e=arg(z) = arctan(ylx).
Now the CL mapping is simply the conformal
mapping of points z onto points w defined by
w=ln(z)=ln(r'exp{je})=ln r+je.

(7)

Thus, points in the target domain are given by
(In r, e) = (Re(w), lm(w».
The effect of this mapping is shown in Fig. 1.
Logarithmically spaced concentric rings and
radials of uniform angular spacing are mapped in
to uniformly spaced straight lines. More generally,
after CL mapping, rotation and scaling about the
origin in the Cartesian domain correspond to sim
ple linear shifts in the
and In r directions, re
spectively.

e

5.2. The conformally mapped Wigner distribution
Assume we are given an arbitrary image density
function In f(x,y) and also a function In g(x,y)
which is obtained by arbitrarily scaling and
rotating In l(x, y) about the origin (x, y) =(0,0).
Then the corresponding Wigner distributions Win I:
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Fig. l. The complex.!oganthmi, wnforma! mapping

and Win / are related by

Will

Win g(X, y, u, v)
=k2~

(xcos¢+ ysin¢ -xsin¢+ ycos¢

k

'

k

'

ucos¢+vsin¢ -usin¢+vcOs¢)
11k

'

Ilk

•

(8)
where k and ¢ denote the scale factor and rotation
angle, respectively. relating In g(x, y) to In I(x, y).
Now if one CL conformally maps both the spatial
and spatial-frequency domains of Win / and Win I!
with respect to the origin (x, y, u, v) =(0,0,0,0),
then the corresponding CL mapped WDs Win /
and atng are related as follows:

Win :(z', ()', w', C;')

=k 2atn J<z' -In k, ()' -

¢, w' + In k, ';' - ¢),

(9)
where k and ¢ are as defined above,

=In(r + y2)1!2,

=arctan(ylx),
t!' =arctan(vlu).

()'

Hence we see that the 4-D CL conformally mapped
WD is WALS-invariant to rotation and scaling of
the image I(x, y) about the origin (x,y) =(0, 0).
Note that Win g can only translate with respect to

halr.plane.

along a 2· D hyperplane
{(z',

In/

z'

f

or the Canesian

e', w', {liz' =

- w', 8'

=';'}

in the 4-D representational space. That there are
only two degrees of translation freedom in the 4·D
space, corresponding to the separate effects of
rotation and scaling, is to be expected. This is
because the spatial and spatial-frequency domains
of the WD undergo reciprocal scaling and equal
rotation in response to scaling and rotation,
respectively, of the underlying image.
Suppose that I(x,y)=i(x,y)'r(x,y) and that
g(x, y) corresponds to rex, y) rotated and scaled
about the origin by angle ¢ and factor k, respec
tively, while i(x, y) remains unchanged. Then if
Win i and Win, have good separability, both before
and after the linear spatial transformation of
rex, y), we obtain by using Eqs. (5) and (9),
WlIlC(Z', ()', w', ';')

=k 2 W111 ,(z' -Ink,

e'-¢, w' +lnk, C;' -

¢)

( (0)
Therefore, subject to reasonable restrictions, dif
ferent multiplicative components of an image can
undergo independent translations within the 4-D
rotation and scale W ALS-invariant representation
introduced above.
It should be recalled that the CL mapped WD is
WALS-invariant to rotation and scale changes on
293
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v

0'
x'

x

Iy aboul a single illlage point, naludy the spatial
domain origin (x, y) = (0, 0). Therefore it has
previously been suggested [9] that the 'fixation
point' (i.e. Ille origin) be sequentially moved about
to obtain rotation and scale invariant representa
tion of each frontoparallel planar form in an im
age. Alternatively, at the cost of adding two addi
tional dimensions to the proposed representation,
one can obtain a new representation which pro
vides W ALS-invariance with respect to transla
tion, as well as rotation and scale changes, Refer
ring to Fig. 2, one simply constructs the 6-D
representation
~iJ(z', 0', w'.

Fig. 2, The coordinates used in mulliposilional CL mapping of
the WO.

September 1984

C;:. 8),

obtained by performing spatial CL conformal
mapping about each point (x. y) (eZcos e. eZsin e)
in the spatial domain. (As before, spatial·
frequency domain conformal mapping is done on
ly about the origin (u, !) =(0, 0).) It is interesting
to note that the idea of performing multi
positional conformal mappings was first proposed

y'

"
IMAGE
PLANE

Fig. 3. The geometry relating the obje<;t amI image planes.
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as part of a model for the function of thc primary
visual cortex in mammals [17,18].

1l1<lllipulaliollS,

i cos,

:;] =
[
Zo

[::::::::~::::::]

l

(

\ cos [cosO'

i

\'

1_'
f-;:.

(1..1. )

Finally, lIsing Cramer's rule to solve this system
for xl(l-z) and yl(/-z). we get

X 1'1
f~Z

I

(x'cosr+ Y1Sinr)COSO'j

==

tJ·f

f-z

(15 )
(-x'sinr+ y'cosr)

where
sinO'

.

tJ == cosO' + --(x'SIn r- y'cos r).

f

(II)

z- Yoslna

From the familiar formula governing perspective
projection onto a plane [1]. a point having world
coordinates (x~, y~, z~) projects to a point
(x', y', 0) in the image plane given by

1 [xOJ
[X']
y' :: I-~ Yo .

(13) b<':colllcs

( - sin ,cosO'

sin T

Our discussion has previously assumed imagery
of planar, non-occluding forms in some fron
to parallel plane. We now relax these conditions to
include non-frontoparallel views and describe how
one can obtain invariance to perspective distor
tions of gray-scale planar forms. Given the
geometry of Fig. 3, we assume some arbitrary ob
ject plane (a, r, z) where a, r, and iz i specify
respectively the plane's slant, tilt, and line-of-sight
distance from the viewpoint. Let an arbitrary point
in the given object plane, whose object plane coor
dinates are (xo, Yo), have world coordinates
(x~,y~.~) in the (x'.y',z')-space. Then from the
geometry of Fig. 3. it is easy to see that our ar
bitrary point's object plane and world coordinates
are related by:

Eq.

1984

,

I

6. Obtaining invariance to perspective dislorlion

Sep(~mber

(12)

Now using Eq. (11) to substitute for x~. y~. and z~
in the above equation, we obtain the transforma
tion from object plane coordinates (xo. Yo) to im
age plane coordinates (x', y', 0):

X'] =
1
[xcos r - ysin rcosa] (13)
[y' I-z+ ysina xsinr+ ycosrcosQ' '
where we have dropped the subscripts on the ob
ject plane coordinates since these were arbitrarily
chosen. Now we wish to invert the above relation
to obtain an expression for the object plane coor
dinates (x, y) in terms of its corresponding image
plane coordinates (x', y'). After some algebraic

It is apparent from the above relation that the
inverse perspective mapping gives the object plane
coordinates only to within a scale factor (f - z),
the distance from the viewpoint to the intersection
between object plane and line of sight. In fact
the distance-normalized coordinates [xl(/ - z),
yl(f - z)] characterize all object planes having a
common value of slant and tilt. The above rela
tionship therefore defines a family of 'deprojec
tive' transformations parametrized on the set of all
ordered pairs (a, r) of slant and tilt.
The procedure for getting projectioninvariance
is as follows: Given a density image In I(x', y')
(whose formation is constrained as previously
specified), one applies to it all possible deprojec
tive transformations, i.e., one transformation for
each ordered pair (a, r), 0::50'<90°, 0::5r<360°,
This yields a 4-0 representation whieh we will
denote as In/O(x,y;O', r). The important observa
tion to make is that every planar form in the scene
that produced the original image will appear in
frontoparallel view within one of the deprojected
images composing In 1° (x, y;a, r). Hence we say
that In,tn(x,y;O'. r) is WALS-invariant to all
295
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LEVEL
DIMENSIONALITY
2·0
SENSED
IMAGE

ZO

Z-D
DENSITY
IMAGE

20

•

20
OEPROJECTEO
DENSITY
IMAGE

40

•

4-0 WIGNER
DISTRIBUTION OF
OEPROJECHO
DENSITY IMAGE

50

4-0 Cl MAPPED WO 0 F
DEPROJECTEO DENSITY
IMAGE ABOUT SOME
SINGLE SPATIAL POINT
IN THE OBJECT PLANE

10

STEP

4

•
•••

•••

TYPE OF
TRANSfORMATION

NAME OF
TRANSFORMATION

FUNCTIONAL

LOGARITHM

CHANGES PRODUCT OF SIGNAL COMPONENTS
INTO A SUM

GEOMETRIC

OEPROJE CTION

PROVIDE INVARIANCE TO PLANAR PERSPECTIVE

FUNCTIONAL

WlGIIER DISTRIBUTION

PROVIDE SEPARATION OF MUlTIPLICATIVE SIGNAL COMPONENTS
PROVIDE A LOCAL 20 TEXTURE REPRESENTATION

GEOMETRIC

CL CONFORMAL
MAPPING

PROVIOE ROTATION, SCALE, AND POSITION INVARIANCE
WITHIN EACH OBJECT PLANE

EFFECT OF TRANSFORMATION

t:.

Fig, 4. The computation tree for the 8-dimensional representalion WI" /(Z" (}'. w'.

possible planar projections.
Now for each of the deprojected images ob
tained by the above procedure, that is. each
InfO(x, Y;O'o'To) for some (0'. r) =(0'0, ro), one
merely computes the representation
W1nj(z',

£)',

w', <!/;Z,

£))

that was introduced earlier. This leads to an
8-dimensional representation
296
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W1nj(z',

a',

~';

w', <!';z,

z. (}, 0, r),

a, 0', r)

which provides W ALS-invariance to perspective,
position in 3- D space, and also orientation and size
of forms in the distance-normalized object plane
coordinate system. A computation tree summariz
ing the steps required to get the 8-D representation
is shown in Fig. 4.
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7. Invariant pattern recognilion
To review our progress thus far, we now have an
8-dimensional representation Wllidl is W ALS
invariant to all common geometric distortions of
rigid planar forms and which, given reasonable
assumptions, is also invariant to non-uni form il
lumination. We briefly describe next how such a
representation can be used to actually perform im
age pattern recognition.
The memory prototype pattern characterizing
some arbitrary planar form is just the 4-0 CL con
formally mapped WO of a frontoparallel view of
that form, where spatial domain mapping has been
performed about some arbitrary point (see Fig. 5).
If that same planar form is ever 'seen' again, its
presence is detected by mathematically correlating
the 4-0 prototype with the previously defined 8-0
II
image representation Win! for all linear shifts in a
6·0 hyperspace (not an 8·0 space - recall from
Section 5 the coupling of the spatial and spatia!
frequency domains of the CL conformally mapped
WO under image rotation and scaling). I f the
resulting 6-0 correlation function exceeds
threshold somewhere, then recognition is achieved.

Septel1lber 19H4

The location of the supralhreshold peak in the 6-D
correlation space furthermore specifies the object
[losHlOn (in distance-normalized coordinates)
wilhill the object plane. the uistam:e·normalizcu
size, the orientation within object plane and final
ly, the slant and tilt of the object plane within
which the planar form ties - all relative to the fixa
tion point, size, and orientation of the pattern (in
frontoparallel view) from which the matching
template was formed.

8. Conclusions
We have described in this paper an approach to
invariant image pattern recognition which utilizes
an 8·dimensional analogical image representation.
This representation decouples common dimensions
of variability in the image formation process to
reveal particular 4·0 canonical patterns that
characterize arbitrary planar gray-scale forms in·
variant to imaging geometry and scene illumina
tion. Canonical patterns that are embedded within
the 8-0 representation can be detected by
mathematically correlating the 8-0 representation

v

FIXATION POINT

x

x

{.I

(bl

Fig. 5 (a) The 'fixation point' about which Cl mapping is performed when deriving the template. (b) The identified form whose
distance-normalized position in its object plane (ao. ro.~) is specified in polar coordinates by (e'Ocos/?(l, e)·"sinQo). and whOse
distance-normalized size and orientation. relative to the template form. is denoted by ku and Ipn. respectively.
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with corresponding 4-0 canonical patterns stored
in visual memory. Furthermore, once a given
canonical pattern has been identified, a number of
geometric attributes of the corresponding planar
object in a scene are specified by the location of the
suprathreshold peak in the corresponding correla
tion function.
Work is under way to investigate the perfor
mance and computational feasibility of the
methods described in this paper. In particular, the
authors will be using a discretely sampled approx
imation to the proposed 8-D representation.
Though the amount of computation required is
substantial, combinatorial explosion is not a pro
blem since each dimension of the 8-D representa
tion need only be encoded' at a small sampling of
discrete points. This follows from the fact that five
of the eight dimensions correspond to finite
angular axes, and the other three dimensions are
logarithmic distance axes. Furthermore, referring
to the computation tree for the 8-D representation
(Fig. 4), it should be apparent that computation of
each 4-D function' found at any leaf node of the
tree can be carried out independent of all other
such nodes. A leaf node representation provides
W ALS-invariance to rotation and scaling about a
single point within a single object plane.
Therefore, a reasonable strategy would be to seek
recognition of planar forms by sequentially shif
ting 'attention' from one leaf node to the next.
This would eliminate the need to compute the en
tire 8-0 representation in parallel. It could also
lead to efficient strategies for handling image
frame sequences by exploiting the context of
earlier frames to guide an attentional mechanism.

Appendix: Definition of the WD
Assume now an arbitrary, possibly complex
valued, image function f(x, y), defined over the
Cartesian coordinates x, y, - 00 <x< 00, - 00 <y
< 00. The WD of f(x, y) is defined as:
nJ(x, y, u, u)

...

= H f(x+ ta, y+ tP)f*(x- ta, y -'"

. exp{(au+ pu)} dadP
298
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+P)

.'

H RI(x, y, a, fJ)exp{ - j(au + pull dadP
(A I)

where
RI(x, y, a, (1)

=/(x + +a, y + t(1)f *(x - ta, y - +/1),

and * denotes complex conjugation. The WD is
similarly defined in terms of the Fourier transform
of fIx, y) as
Wr(x,y, u, u)
""
H
F(u + +'1, u + t~)F*(u -

::

4n:

4n:

2

t'1, u - +~)

Ii'" St(L1, u, '1, e)exp{j('1x+~y)} d'1d~
'"

(A2)

where
St(lI, u, 1/.
:: F(1I

0

+ ~/',

U

+ +~)F*(u - +'1, u - +~).
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